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Current approaches to Cloud-based Mobile Augmentation (CMA) leverage (cloud-based) resources to meet the requirements of
richmobile applications, so that a terminal (the so-called application nodeorAppN) can borrow resources lent by a set of collaborator
nodes (CNs). In themost sophisticated approaches proposed for vehicular scenarios, the collaborators are nearby vehicles that must
remain together near the application node because the augmentation service is interrupted when they move apart. This leads to
disruption in the execution of the applications and consequently impoverishes the mobile users’ experience. This paper describes
a CMA approach that is able to restore the augmentation service transparently when AppNs and CNs separate. The functioning is
illustrated by a NaaS model where the AppNs access web contents that are collaboratively downloaded by a set of CNs, exploiting
both roadside units and opportunistic networking. The performance of the resulting approach has been evaluated via simulations,
achieving promising results in terms of number of downloads, average download times, and network overhead.

1. Introduction

The incorporation of on-board units (OBUs) into vehicles
allows envisaging advanced information services grounded
on vehicle-to-vehicle communications and the possibility
of accessing the Internet via roadside infrastructure. These
services allow (i) delivering information of interest between
the occupants of the vehicles (e.g., chats among drivers,
proactive organization of ride-sharing opportunities, selec-
tive distribution of personalized advertising, or collabora-
tive downloading of web contents [1, 2]) and (ii) enabling
intelligent transportation systems offering increased traffic
safety, smart parking, or traffic flow optimization, just to
name a few [3, 4]. Sharing and managing this kind of
data requires the running of resource-intensive applications,

and to this aim, both the vehicles’ OBUs and the occu-
pants’ mobile devices need to be augmented to have extra
processing/storage/downloading/sensing/. . . capabilities. In
literature,most of approaches resort toMobile CloudComput-
ing (MCC) to bring rich computational resources to mobile
users, and more specifically to Vehicular Cloud Computing
(VCC) when the augmentation resources are lent by other
vehicles within a vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) [5].
Both paradigms are under the umbrella of the so-called
Cloud-based Mobile Augmentation (CMA) where a set of
nodes (hereafter called collaborator nodes or CNs) lend
their own resources to augment the capabilities of the so-
called application node (AppN). For that purpose, current
CMA approaches leverage cloud-based resources to meet the
requirements of rich mobile applications by offloading (part
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of) their codes and the data required for their execution
to a remote server. According to the taxonomy of [6],
existing CMA solutions can be categorized into four main
types as per the location and mobility of the augmentation
clouds: distant immobile clouds, proximate immobile clouds,
proximate mobile clouds, and hybrid approaches that combine
the previous models [7, 8].

(i) The distant immobile clouds (MCC) are supported
by public and private clouds that comprise a large
number of stationary remote servers that are typically
located far from vehicles. The distance to the base
station, along with the interference caused by the
presence of buildings or a high number of simulta-
neously connected users, leads to problems of high
latency and low bandwidth that greatly degrade the
experience of mobile users and hamper the deploy-
ment of non-delay tolerant information services [9,
10].

(ii) In order to tackle problems related to bandwidth and
latency, some CMA solutions adopt proximate immo-
bile clouds (typically named cloudlets) that involve
stationary computers located in public places near the
vehicles (e.g., parking lots,malls, and airports), whose
resources are typically underutilized. The problem
is that these approaches significantly limit the users’
mobility because resource-intensive mobile applica-
tions can be just executed in the area around the
cloudlet [11].

(iii) The most recent CMA approaches rely on proximate
mobile clouds (VCC) where nearby vehicles lend their
resources to other vehicles to perform intensive com-
putations in a distributed manner [12]. Despite their
name, the first approaches proposed in this regard dis-
regarded the mobility of the augmentation nodes (by
handling instead clusters of fixed handheld devices)
due to the open challenges related to this trait (such
as communication disruption as the users move and
the consequent frequent interruptions of application
execution [13]). More sophisticated approaches arose
later in literature [14, 15]. However, in these solutions
the management of the mobility continues being
an open problem, due to the fact that they restrict
the movements of the AppN and its collaborators
(requiring, for instance, that all these nodes remain
together during the augmentation process, which
is interrupted when AppN and CNs move away)
[16–18].

Bearing in mind the above limitations, in [19] we pro-
posed an approach where the augmentation resources were
shared/lent by a sporadic cloud of near vehicles that remain
together during a certain period of time. For that reason,
we coined our approach as Sporadic Cloud-based Mobile
Augmentation (hereafter S-CMA), which is based on a new
paradigm we have called Sporadic Cloud Computing (SCC).

In other words, S-CMA is based on the SCC principles, in
the same way that traditional CMA relies on MCC/VCC
foundations. In particular, in [19] we envisaged the common
foundations for the deployment of diverse “X”aaS service
models over a VANET (such as Networking as a Service
(NaaS), STorage as a Service (STaaS), Computing as a Service
(CaaS), and SEnsing as a Service (SEaaS), just to name a few).
Later, in [20] we focused on the particular refinements that,
working on the top of the common basis, were required in a
NaaS service. In this paper, we have extended that previous
work developing a hybrid S-CMA approach that exploits
both the augmentation capabilities of a sporadic cloud of on-
move vehicles and the resources available at roadside-fixed
infrastructure (through WiFi access points). Unlike existing
CMA approaches, our sporadic cloud comprises an ad hoc
cluster of mobile devices that do move freely, where (i) their
(high) mobility is managed by a virtualization layer (named
VaNetLayer) that engages the mobile nodes in collaboration
to emulate a reliable infrastructure of stationary virtual
nodes [21], and (ii) a seamless handover allows restoring the
augmentation service transparently for the applications when
AppN and CNs separate.

In our approach the web contents will be splitted into
chunks that the CNs must download (from a remote server)
and finally deliver to the AppN. To this aim, we exploit a
NaaS model that supports both individualized access to web
contents of interest for just one vehicle within the VANET
(hereafter individual content) and access to popular contents
that are appealing to all/most of the vehicles within the ad
hoc network, thus leading to two download models which
we will be referred to as individual content download (ICD)
and popular content download (PCD), respectively. As a
main difference, in PCD some collaborator nodes could have
downloaded previously (for other interested AppNs) and
locally stored some chunks of the requested popular contents,
whereas in ICD (all the pieces of) the individual contents
must be always retrieved from the Internet. In conclusion,
we contribute with a new hybrid S-CMA approach for the
deployment of a NaaS model for collaborative download of
web contents inVANETs, working on the top of virtualization
mechanisms that hide the complexity derived from the
mobility of the augmentation cloud, which is an issue that,
to the best of our knowledge, remains unresolved in the
literature.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present
a review of existing approaches to collaborative download of
web contents in VANETs, along with the mechanisms that
are typically adopted to incentivize the involvement of nodes
in augmentation tasks. Next, Section 3 summarizes the main
foundations of the virtualization layer (VaNetLayer) and the
routing protocol (VNIBR) on which our hybrid S-CMA
approach works. The S-CMA mechanisms envisaged for the
deployment of ourNaaSmodel will be presented in Section 4.
The experiments carried out to assess the performance of
our proposal in terms of number of downloads, download
time, networking overhead, and some augmentation-specific
metrics will be described in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6
concludes the paper and points out some lines of further
work.
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2. Related Works

In literature, we can found many approaches to collaborative
download of popular content from the web that are based on
V2I communications. As we will detail in Section 2.1, some
of them take advantage of the formation of groups vehicles
that travel together on the road in order to download content
and then share it [22–25], whereas other works are supported
by vehicles parked on the streets [12, 26–29] or even vehicles
that form clusters according to their geographical positions
[16, 30]. Beyond the technical challenges, these approaches
require incentive mechanisms to promote the collaboration
of the nodes during the download processes (Section 2.2).

2.1. Collaborative Download. SPAWN was one of the first
protocols for collaborative download of Internet contents in
VANETs [31]. SPAWN manages groups (swarms) of mobile
nodes that get different chunks ofweb contents (seeds) during
periods of connectedness. A gossip mechanism propagates
content availability information within the swarms, so that
the nodes can get chunks they are missing from one another.
Chunks are transmitted by TCP at the transport layer,
whereasUDP is adopted for gossipmessages. CarTorrent [23]
was proposed as an evolution of SPAWN, with a different
strategy to select chunks to download, a refined gossip
mechanism, and additional controls to use only UDP at
the transport layer (due to the bad behavior of TCP in
case of frequent packet losses). Later, CodeTorrent proposes
new mechanisms to speed up the content dissemination and
be more resilient against fast mobility, relying on single-
hop unicast with overhearing [24]. With a slightly different
perspective, MobTorrent uses Wireless Wide-Area Networks
2G/3G/4G (WWANs) to provide a communication channel,
so that (i) the vehicles can upload information to the access
points in order for the remaining vehicles to be able to
download it when they are within their coverage area, and (ii)
the vehicles can offer themselves as collaborators to carry the
content they have previously downloaded for other vehicles
[25].

In [32] Huang et al. proposed a k-hop bandwidth aggre-
gation scheme for cooperative video streaming in a vehic-
ular environment, by using 3G/3.5G and Dedicate Short-
Range Communications (DSRC) ad hoc networks, along
with nearby vehicles as collaborators nodes. In [16] Firooz
and Roy present a more restrictive cooperative download
scheme, which requires that the vehicles remain close from
each other and keep the same route on the way. The same
constraints are valid for the approach described in [33], where
Wang et al. describe a mechanism for downloading popular
content by deploying a P2P network, where the content to be
downloaded is divided into chunks that are distributed over
the VANET and finally delivered to all the vehicles.

In [26] Liu et al. presented ParkCast, an approach that
exploits the networking capabilities of parked vehicles at
roadside.These nodes are grouped in a cluster, with one of the
vehicles being selected as coordinator for data transmission.
The vehicles can both upload information to the cluster of
parked nodes and download data from it, as long as they stay
within its coverage area. Similarly, in [30] Huang and Wang

presented a cell-based clustering scheme, named Efficient
Collaborative Downloading Scheme (ECDS), that works on
distributing popular content in urban vehicular networks.
In ECDS the vehicles join in different cells according to
their geographical positions. Treating the cells as nodes, their
positions are fixed, which greatly simplifies the modeling of
theVANET.When the vehicles are outside the coverage of the
roadside units, they form a P2P network and collaboratively
exchange chunks to complete the popular content dissemina-
tion.

2.2. Incentive Schemes for Collaboration. Usually, the above
approaches work in tandem with different mechanisms for
promoting the collaboration among the vehicles, with the
goal of improving the performance in face of topological
changes in the ad hoc network. Even though some existing
collaboration mechanisms are categorized as per the kind of
ad hoc networkwhere they are deployed (MANETs/VANETs)
and the type of transmitted information (non-delay/delay
tolerant), there exist two main trends: (i) monetary reward
systems and (ii) reputation-based systems. The first ones
handle virtual money that can be finally exchanged for
real money, and resort to a central entity that manages the
(economic) transactions made by the collaborator nodes. In
the reputation-based collaboration system, the collaborators
gain reputation scores as they collaborate in the network.

As examples of monetary reward systems we can cite the
approach by Chen et al. presented in [34], where the authors
propose a collaborative mechanism based on coalitional
game theory that rewards the cooperation among the nodes
involved in a routing protocol. This approach includes a
virtual credit center [35] that keeps updated the amount of
virtual money of each node, whose value is increased as the
nodes collaborate in the forwarding of messages. In the same
line, in [36] Ananthanarayanan et al. propose an approach
to collaborative download called COMBINE, which adopts
a cooperation solution with monetary incentives for nodes
that sell their (unused) bandwidth to augment the capabilities
of other nodes within the network, so that the collaborators
offering the best prices can be chosen. In COMBINE the
transactions and payments among nodes are protected by
security mechanisms based on public and private keys. In
[37], Caballero et al. propose a mechanism where the reward
for each collaborator node is computed once the content
they have downloaded is finally delivered to the application
node, by considering their percentage of participation in this
process.

Regarding reputation-based collaboration systems,
Dotzer et al. proposed in [38] a distributed approach (named
VARS) where a number of vehicles move at high speeds.
VARS works with several areas: (i) an event area that is
the physical region where an event occurs, (ii) the decision
area that defines the integrity of the involved messages,
and (iii) the range, which specifies how far these messages
can be distributed. The reputation score of each node
is computed by checking the integrity of the messages
sent by the collaborators and considering also parameters
related to trust and opinions given by the rest of nodes
involved in the forwarding process. As another sample,
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Figure 1: Protocol stack of our approach.

note the approach proposed by Li in [39] that handles a
comprehensive announcement mechanism that enables
assessing the reliability of the messages, by deciding to
forward (or not) a message as per the reputation of the
sender node. These scores are computed staring from the
number of reliable messages transmitted in the past and are
kept in a centralized server that is connected to each node
via WiFi access points located in strategic locations (e.g., gas
stations).

3. Background on VaNetLayer and VNIBR

Most of the approaches mentioned in the previous section
have problems when it comes to handling the mobility of the
vehicles due to the constant changes in the VANET topol-
ogy. This causes disruption in the communications, packet
losses, low throughput, overhead of the routing protocols,
etc. In our case the problems stemmed from the mobility
are managed by a virtualization layer named VaNetLayer,
which is a cluster-based approach where the mobile nodes
collaboratively create an infrastructure of static virtual nodes
(VNs) to ease the routing problem and the maintenance
of Persistent State Information (PSI) in the area covered by
VANET, notwithstanding the mobility of the real physical
nodes (PNs). The protocol stack of our approach is depicted
in Figure 1, where the link layer supports the protocol IEEE
802.11p that has been specifically developed for vehicular
networks. S-CMAmust provide transport-layer mechanisms
to coordinate the devices that are willing to share their
capabilities for augmenting other terminals of the VANET,
by dealing with virtual nodes of the VaNetLayer (Section 3.1).
This way, S-CMA enables the execution of resource-intensive
applications to improve the experience of the users, without
caring about the mobility of the nodes included in the
augmentation sporadic cloud. In fact, themobility-awareness
is provisioned from the virtualization layer, which ensures a
reliable data exchange thanks to the collaboration with the
routing protocol VNIBR (Section 3.2).

3.1. VaNetLayer. As depicted in Figure 2, the VaNetLayer
divides the geographical area of the VANET into regions
following an intersection-based layout, placing one VN at
each crossroad and covering the road segments in between
with equispaced VNs. We denote these regions as crossroad
regions and road segment regions, respectively. In each region,
one or several PNs are chosen as leaders to take charge of
packet reception, buffering, and forwarding in the communi-
cation with other VNs. In turn, a subset of nonleaders work
as backups to maintain replicas of PSI, so that the VNs can
be fault-tolerant even when individual PNs fail or leave the
region, as long as there remains at least one PN.

Apart from backups that maintain PSI replicas, VaNet-
Layer has snapshot mechanisms to preserve the PSI when
the regions are left without physical nodes (fallen VNs). The
snapshot mechanismswork supporting the information of the
VNs located in the intersections, through the neighboring
VNs of the intersection. This mechanisms allow upper layers
to continue to work, even though the VNs of the intersections
are down.

The VNs are addressed by class E IP addresses (“Exper-
imental”, between 240.0.0.0 and 255.255.255.255) and their
size is determined by the communications range of the
underlying link layer protocol, to guarantee that a PN in any
position in one region can communicate directly with any
other PN in a neighboring region.

In [40], we have tested the refinements envisaged in our
VaNetLayer through an application for accessing web con-
tents, where the nodes download contents directly through
WiFi access points (APs). In our experiments, we adopted the
routing protocol Virtual Node Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (VNAODV) [21], which is a virtualization-driven
version of the classical protocol AODV [41] that routes traffic
through virtual nodes (instead of physical nodes like in
AODV). The tandem VaNetLayer-VNAODV was compared
with existing approaches to collaborative download of web
contents, such as CarTorrent [23] and CodeTorrent [24].
Briefly speaking, the simulations results showed the following
benefits of the VaNetLayer (see details in [40]):

(i) Virtualization overhead is similar to the amount of
control information handled in CarTorrent.

(ii) The packet delivery ratios are high (comparable to
CodeTorrent).

(iii) The approach scales well with the number of nodes
within the VaNetLayer.

There results confirm that the efforts establishing and
maintaining the virtual node infrastructure enable reliable
communications, where the VNs can be seen as stationary
sources of computation and resources, thus leading to greater
levels of reliability for the upper layers (routing and sporadic
Cloud-based Mobile Augmentation).

3.2. VNIBR. The interface between the VaNetLayer and the
network layer exposes the notion of regions, the role (leader
or backup) played by a PN at each moment, and functions to
send/receive messages and to get/set/check the PSI.This way,
it is possible to adapt existing routing algorithms to lean on
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the VNs as stable routing entities or even as destinations for
geocasting. In particular, we have developed a protocol that
enables an efficient combination of topological and geograph-
ical routing [42], which is called VNIBR (Intersection-Based
Routing on Virtual Nodes). In this protocol, we identify three
types of routing entities (named L1VNs, L2VNs, and L3VNs)
that are depicted in Figure 2 (in colors blue, brown, and green,
respectively):

(i) Level 1 entities (L1VNs) are the VNs placed at the
intersections. This is where the routing decisions are
made, using the procedure we will describe later in
this section. Routing tables are transparently kept by
the VaNetLayer as PSI, with entries indicating which
is the next road segment (identified by the L1VN at
the other end) that the packets must traverse in order
to reach the corresponding destination. Note that the
L1VNs that are located at a crossroad where there is a
fixedAP are permanently available virtual nodes, with
no downtimes thanks to the WiFi connectivity.

(ii) Level 2 entities (L2VNs) are the VNs neighboring
an intersection where an AP is not available. These
VNs start forwarding packets along a road segment
as mandated by the neighboring L1VN, irrespective
of whichever PN actually does the transmission.
Besides, L2VNs act also as backing entities, trying
to relay packets onto other road segments during
downtimes of the neighboring L1VNs.

(iii) Finally, as depicted in Figure 2, level 3 entities
(L3VNs) are the VNs that are either (i) in interme-
diate position of road segments or (ii) in a region
neighboring an intersection with an AP. These nodes
simply relay packets from one side to the other, again
irrespective of specific PNs.

The L2VNs and L3VNs forward the packets from one
end of the road segments to the other, without any other
processing than setting a delivery bit in the header to 1 if
the destination PN is within the current region. Due to the
reactive nature, communication routes in VNIBR are created
only when a source PN needs to send a packet but it does not
know a route to the intended destination PN. VNIBR handles
the following messages:

(i) M Hello: This message is steadily exchanged between
L1VNs which are one road segment away from one
another to keep track of (i) the connectivity condi-
tions they provide and (ii) the average number of
physical nodes in its virtual region, calculated using
an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA).
This way, when an L1VN receives aM Hellomessage,
it assigns a QoS value to that link, pondering the
L1VN-to-L1VN transmission delay (again, filtered by
EWMA), the average number of PNs in the inter-
mediate VNs, and the amount of data traffic going
through that road segment (recall Figure 2). This
information is kept and updated in the two L1VNs
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that delimit the road segment by the periodic trans-
mission of this type of messages. If a road segment
does not provide connectivity to the other end, as
determined by the exchange ofM Hellomessages, it is
skipped.Theprocess of exchange ofM Hellomessages
starts when a timer called T Hello ends. This timer is
initialized when the L1VN gets up for first time or it
is restored after a fall.

(ii) M RouteRequest: This message is used by a PN that
needs to send a data packet to the other node within
VANET.This PN sends thismessage to the L1VNs that
delimit its road segment. Each one of those L1VNs
puts its ID as the first element of a L1VN list in the
M RouteRequest message header and sends a copy
to other L1VNs which are one road segment away.
A broadcast ID is included in the periodically trans-
mittedM RouteRequestmessage to prevent any L1VN
from transmitting the same packet more than once.
Anyway, the flooding implies very little overhead
because it involves only the leaders of the traversed
VNs (unless some backup PNs have to assist as a
result of packet losses). A route is established (i) when
the M RouteRequest message reaches an L1VN that
knows a valid route to the destination PN, (ii) when
an L1VN receives the M RouteRequest message with
the delivery bit set to 1, meaning that the destination
PN is in the road segment just traversed, or (iii) when
an L1VN receives the M RouteRequest message with
the delivery bit set to 0 but the destination PN is in
the current intersection.

(iii) M RouteReply: This message is used when a created
route travels along the backpath, allowing the L1VNs
on the way to set up the path to the destination PN in
their routing tables.
Once a route between source and destination PNs
has been established, the data packets are sent VN by
VN via unicast transmissions between leader nodes.
When the VaNetLayer detects a failure (e.g., when it
is not possible to resolve the MAC address of the next
hop node, when the RTS/CTS mechanism of IEEE
802.11 cannot reserve the shared channel, or when no
acknowledgment for a data packet can be received
and retransmission attempts also failed), different
mechanisms to report the error or even to endeavor
a local repair can be exploited. Further details (out of
the scope of this paper) can be found in [43].

The performance of VNIBR protocol has been evaluated
by the simulation presented in [44]. In particular, in this
work we compared our VNIBR protocol against AODV and
VNAODV. Briefly speaking, the simulation results showed
the following:

(i) Both versions of VNIBR provide better performance
than AODV and VNAODV in terms of overhead.

(ii) Regarding packet delivery ratios, reactiveVNIBRout-
performs proactive VNIBR in scenarios with sparse
vehicular traffic density, where the low mobility of

vehicles leads to more stable and reliable communi-
cations between L1VNs.

(iii) Lastly, the results for end-to-end delays suffered by
the packets that do reach the intended destinations
show that the both the proactive and reactive versions
of VNIBR are faster than traditional routing proto-
cols.

4. S-CMA: Sporadic Cloud-Based
Mobile Augmentation

By virtue of its hybrid nature, the S-CMA approach that
supports our NaaS model exploits both the bandwidth lent
by an ad hoc cluster of close on-move vehicles (proximate
mobile sporadic cloud) and the availability of roadside units.
In our proposal, several AppNs can be augmented (to access
individual/popular web contents) by a set of CNs that are
in charge of downloading (from a remote server) and finally
delivering all the chunks of the requested content. Specifically,
the server computes the number of chunks per content, thus
acting as an additional augmentation source. The chunks are
processed as binary data and a hash code is used for integrity
checking at the receiver side. Besides, the server may choose
to apply compression techniques (e.g., based on Lempel-Ziv
or Burrows-Wheeler algorithms) to reduce the size of the
chunks to be downloaded—as in [45, 46], the selection of
one technique or another can consider parameters such as
speed and compression efficiency, quality of the communi-
cation links (latency, available bandwidth,. . .), and type of
data. Anyhow, the availability of the downloaded content
is confirmed from the server via PUSH notifications [47]
which report on the URL, the number of chunks, and their
respective identifiers. (If the server cannot find the requested
content, a PUSH notification “file not found” is sent to the
application layer of the AppN.)

Our S-CMA mechanisms need to collect information
about the amount of resources that eachCN iswilling to share
to augment the AppN. To this aim, we have envisaged two
main processes to meet the requirements stemmed from the
highly changing topology of VANETs, which are periodically
executed to maintain fresh information:

(i) Resource report: This process allows the CNs to send
information about the augmentation resources lent.
These resources include both the available bandwidth
and the possible chunks of popular contents that
each CN has previously downloaded (after being
requested by other AppNs) and locally stored to be
shared with other interested vehicles in the ad hoc
network. This way of advertising the availability of
popular chunks in someCNs prevents redownloading
of these contents, which brings significant benefits
in our NaaS model, as evidenced in the simulations
presented in Section 5.
The information about the augmentation resources
is reported by each CN through a M ResourceIn-
foFromCN message, which is sent to the leader of its
current region when (i) the CN enters a new region
(except at the intersections), and (ii) the CN reports
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on the availability of new augmentation resources
after finishing a previous download for an AppN.

(ii) Resource discovery: This process consists of
exchanging M ResourceDiscovery messages between
the L1VNs that are one road segment away from
one another, in order to collect the PSI about the
available bandwidth in each VN deployed over the
road segment. The process resource discovery starts
once the T Discovery timer has expired, which is
initialized when the L1VN starts to work for first time
or is restored after a fall.

Since the augmentation process is triggered when the
AppN requests a particular (individual/popular) content, this
node needs to get information about the amount (and IDs) of
the chunks to be downloaded by its CNs. As this information
is available at the remote server, we can identify two possible
connectivity scenarios as per the location of the AppN:

(i) TheAppN is located in a road segment that is delimited
by an intersection where an AP is located. Since the
AP covers the four road segment regions neighboring
the intersections, in this scenario it is possible that
the AppN cannot connect to the remote server.
For instance, the AppN6.1, AppN7.1, and AppN4.1
(located in road segments 6, 7, and 4 in Figure 3,
respectively) need to form a sporadic cloud (by the
procedure we will describe later in this section) to
find CNs that retrieve information about the number
of chunks to be downloaded. To this aim, the AppN

communicates with the L1VN at the intersection
where the AP is located, which maintains informa-
tion about the availability of possible CNs and their
respective augmentation resources. After receiving
the requests from the CNs, the server allocates among
them the corresponding download tasks. However, it
is also possible that the AppN is located in a road seg-
ment region neighboring the intersection, connected
via the AP (e.g., AppN9.1 in Figure 3). In this case, the
AppN can retrieve from the server information about
the amount of chunks to download. Next, the AppN
triggers an augmentation request in order to form the
sporadic cloud and ask each CN to download a given
number of chunks (computed by the procedure we
will describe in Section 4.5).

(ii) The AppN is in a road segment whose (two) delimiting
intersections do not have an AP. As shown in Figure 3,
in absence of a nearby AP, the AppN3.1 and AppN12.1
require that an augmentation request is triggered (to
the closest L1VNs) to find CNs that get information
from the server, which allocates again the download
tasks among the collaborators without the participa-
tion of the AppN.

The augmentation procedure described next in this
section will be common to the above two connectivity
scenarios. In particular, the deployment of the augmentation
sporadicmobile cloud ismanaged by different types of events,
messages exchanged between AppN and CNs (see Table 1),
timers to control the download tasks performed by each
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RESOURCE
REQUEST

INITIAL

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

in: {recv[M_AugmentationRequest OR M_SearchRequest] 
AND (IntersectionFlag==0)}

out: send(M_ResourceRequest);
start(T_ResourceRequest);
expires=0;

in: {[expire(T_ResourceRequest) AND 
(expires==2)] OR 
recv(M_WithoutCollaborators)}

out: send(M_UnavailableAugmentationService);

in: [expire(T_ResourceRequest) AND (expires<2)]
out: start(T_ResourceRequest);

expires++;

Figure 4: Transition from INITIAL to RESOURCE REQUEST state.

CN (Table 2), flags that provide information to the nodes
(Table 3), and a set of possible states for each node.

We start by describing the possible states and the condi-
tions that cause their respective transitions:

(i) INITIAL:This is the state that all the nodes start from.
(ii) RESOURCE REQUEST: This state indicates that the

AppN requests augmentation resources in order to
increase its downloading capabilities.

(iii) TASK DISTRIBUTION: The goal here is to allocate
the download tasks among the CNs, by deciding how
many chunks of the web content will be downloaded
by each one of them.

(iv) COLLABORATION: Once the augmentation tasks
have been accepted by the CNs, these nodes start to
collaboratively download chunks from the server.

(v) TASK RECEPTION: In this state, the AppN waits for
receiving the downloaded chunks in order to deliver
them to the application layer.

4.1. INITIAL → RESOURCE REQUEST. When an AppN
is located in a road segment region (which is denoted in
Figure 4 as IntersectionFlag=0), it must get information about
the amount of possible CNs available throughout that road
segment. To this aim, the application layer of the AppN
sends aM AugmentationRequestmessage to the S-CMA layer

(recall Figure 1), which causes our augmentationmechanisms
to send a M ResourceRequest message to the L1VN of the
closest intersection. Next, the AppN changes from INITIAL
to RESOURCE REQUEST state and waits for responses from
the L1VN during the time set in the T ResourceRequest timer,
as shown in Figure 4.

After the reception of this request, the node L1VN checks
the possibility of augmenting the AppN by exploiting the
bandwidth borrowed from the CNs located in the same
region segment as the AppN:

(i) If there are no CNs, L1VN reports the AppN via aM
WithoutCollaborators message. Next, the AppN
switches again to INITIAL state and its application
layer is notified by a M UnavailableAugmentation-
Servicemessage.

(ii) Otherwise, L1VN reports on the amount of avail-
able CNs by a M CloudResourceInfo message. If it
does not arrive before the T ResourceRequest expires
three times, the AppN changes from RESOURCE
REQUEST to INITIAL state. Otherwise, the AppN
changes to TASK DISTRIBUTION state, starts a
T TaskDistribution timer, and begins to allocate
among the CNs the chunks to download.

4.2. RESOURCE REQUEST → TASK DISTRIBUTION →
TASK RECEPTION. In this point of our augmentation pro-
cess, we can identify four different scenarios:
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Table 3: List of flags used in our S-CMA approach.

Used by Flags Flag=1 indicates that:
AppN/CN IntersectionFlag A node is at an intersection.
AppN DistributionFlag The distribution process of the download tasks were successfully completed.
CN FinishFlag The download task performed by a CN ended successfully.
CN AvailableResourcesFlag A CN has available augmentation resources.
CN AugmentationAgreeFlag A CN is willing to collaborate by lending its resources.

RESOURCE
REQUEST

TASK 
DISTRIBU-

TION 

in: recv(M_CloudResourceInfo)
out: start(T_TaskDistribution);

Distribution=0;
DistributionFlag=0;
InsufficientResources=0;

in: [expire(T_TaskDistribution) AND
(Distribution==2)]

out: send(M_ResourceRequest);
start(T_ResourceRequest);
expires=0;

in: [expire(T_TaskDistribution)
AND (Distribution<2)]

out: start(T_TaskDistribution);
Distribution++;

Figure 5: Transition from RESOURCE REQUEST to TASK DISTRIBUTION.

TASK 
DISTRIBU-

TION 

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

in: InsufficientResource==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

send(M_InsufficientResources);

INITIAL

Figure 6: Transition from RESOURCE REQUEST to DISTRIBUTION state.

(i) First, if the T TaskDistribution timer expires three
times before concluding the chunk allocation, the
AppN returns to RESOURCE REQUEST state and
sends again the M ResourceRequest message to the
closest L1VN, as depicted in Figure 5. This action
is required due to the fact that the availability of
augmentation resources changes as CNs move (e.g.,
when the collaborators become inactive or leave a
sporadic cloud after entering a crossroad).

(ii) The second possibility happens when the AppN finds
that the CNs’ bandwidth (reported by L1VN) is not

enough for downloading the content. Then, as shown
in Figure 6, a M CloudRelease message is broadcast
(in order to remove the resource request in the
L1VN) and the application layer is also notified via
a M InsufficientResources message. Otherwise, the
process continues in the AppN.

(iii) In this point, it is also possible that theAppN enters an
intersection region (recall Figure 2) before concluding
the chunk allocation among its CNs. In this case,
the augmentation request must be deleted from the
sporadic cloud that the AppN has just left, and
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triggered again in the cloud corresponding to the new
road segment that this node will traverse after leaving
the intersection. To this aim, the AppN broadcasts
a M CloudRelease message before returning to the
INITIAL state, as depicted in Figure 6. After receiv-
ing this message, the CNs can release their current
augmentation resources which can be used to serve
new augmentation requests from other AppNs, in a
completely transparent way for the application layer.

(iv) The last possibility is that the chunk allocation fin-
ishes in time while the AppN is located in a road
segment (which is denoted in Figure 7 as Distribu-
tionFlag=1). In this situation, the AppN sends the
download tasks to the CNs of the sporadic cloud via
M SendTaskToCN messages, including the URL, the
number of chunks, and their respective identifiers.
Next, the AppN changes to TASK RECEPTION state
and waits for CNs to confirm if they agree to down-
load the corresponding pieces of the content.

4.3. TASK RECEPTION → INITIAL. The download tasks
can be completed, not completed, or even rejected by the CNs
of the sporadic cloud. We consider that a CN has completed
its task when all the requested chunks have been successfully
downloaded and delivered to the AppN. As depicted in
Figure 8, as theAppN receives the notifications of the pending
tasks (including completed, incomplete, and not accepted)
from the CNs, it sends the corresponding information to the
application layer (via a M TaskInfo message for each task).
The application layer receives the chunks, decompresses them
if necessary, and, according to their chunk identifier, restores
the original information:

(a) On the one hand, if the application layer requires
more CNs to finish the incomplete and rejected
downloads, a new augmentation process can be
triggered following the guidelines described along
this section. Note that this seamless handover is
completely transparent for the application layer, so
that the mobile applications of the users can continue
working without noticing the transition between
different augmentation clouds and without suffering
any disruption (as long as there exist CNs willing to
lend augmentation resources).

(b) On the other hand, if the CNs have completed
all their download tasks, the AppN changes from
TASK RECEPTION to INITIAL state. However, if
some chunks still have not been delivered by the
CNs before the (i) T Reception timer expires two
times or (ii) the AppN enters in an intersection,
the AppN broadcasts aM CloudReleasemessage over
the sporadic cloud in order that the CNs cancel
immediately their in-progress download tasks. In
both cases, a T GuardTime is set to wait for the
missing chunks before sending the M CloudRelease
message. As shown in Figure 8, when this timer
expires, the AppN returns to INITIAL state and the
augmentation process ends.

4.4. INITIAL → COLLABORATION. The last state of our
approach is associated with the CNs involved in the collab-
orative downloading process. In particular, as presented in
Figure 9, aCNchanges from INITIAL toCOLLABORATION
state after the reception of the M SendTaskToCN message
from the AppN through leader of its current region. Then,
the CN confirms the acceptance of the download task by
sending to the AppN a M AcceptedTaskFromCN message.
As the CNs get the requested chunks, they send them to the
AppN through aM CompleteTaskmessage.

According to what we explained in previous sections, the
CNs must submit the intermediate results of the download
tasks that had not been completed yet when they (i) hear
the M CloudRelease message, (ii) enter an intersection, or
(iii) decide to stop being collaborators. To this aim, the
CNs send theM IncompleteTaskmessage to the AppN. Since
this message carries very relevant information (identifying
missing pieces of the contents), the CN waits until the
AppN acknowledges the reception. We have defined the
M CompleteTaskACK and M IncompleteTaskACK messages,
and the T CompleteTaskACK and T IncompleteTaskACK
timers for this purpose.

Having delivered the pending tasks, the CNs release
the involved resources and report to their VN on the
new availability of their augmentation capabilities (via a
M ResourceInfoFromCN message). This information is also
updated in the L1VNs located in the intersections thanks to
the periodic sending of the M ResourceDiscovery messages
(recall the processes of resource report and resource discovery
described in Section 4). Lastly, as shown in Figure 9, the
CN returns to INITIAL state and waits to lend again its
bandwidth when requested by an AppN.

The overall statemachine that supports our augmentation
mechanisms is shown in Figure 10, compiling all the transi-
tion among states described throughout this section.

4.5. How to Allocate Chunks to Collaborator Nodes. Accord-
ing to the two connectivity scenarios detailed at the beginning
of Section 4, allocating the chunks that each CN must
download is a task that can be performed by either the AppN
or the remote server itself. In our augmentationmechanisms,
this procedure considers two parameters that are reported
from the CNs:

(i) The first parameter is the average time a CN will
stay within the same sporadic cloud as the AppN,
which is relevant because that collaborator cannot
continue lending its bandwidth after leaving the road
segment (triggering then a seamless handover for
the applications). This parameter will be denoted as
𝑅𝑆𝐴𝑇𝐶𝑁𝑖 (Road Segment Average Time) for the i-th
collaborator.

(ii) The second parameter is the bandwidth lent by each
CN to the collaborative download process (denoted
as 𝐵𝑊

𝐶𝑁𝑖
).

Obviously, the 𝑅𝑆𝐴𝑇
𝐶𝑁𝑖

value depends on the aver-
age speed of 𝐶𝑁

𝑖
within the corresponding segment road

(denoted as 𝐴V𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
𝐶𝑁𝑖

in (1)) and on its location with
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TASK 
DISTRIBU-

TION 

in: DistributionFlag==1 
out: send(M_SendTaskToCN);

start(T_Reception);
CompleteTasksCounter=0;
IncompleteTasksCounter=0;
ExpireReception=0;

TASK
RECEPTION

Figure 7: Transition from TASK DISTRIBUTION to TASK RECEPTION state.

INITIALin: {[expire(T_Reception) AND 
(CompleteTasksCounter==Ntasks)]

OR 
[expire(T_Reception) AND 
(CompleteTasksCounter+IncompleteTasksCounter+
NoAcceptedTasksCounter==Ntasks)]

OR
[expire(T_Reception) AND (ExpireReception==2)]}

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease); 

start(T_IntersectionReception);

in: recv(M_AcceptedTaskFromCN) 
out: update(TasksAck);

in: [expire(T_Reception) AND 
(ExpireReception==0)]

out: start(T_Reception);
ExpireReception++;

in: [expire(T_Reception) AND 
(ExpireReception==1)]

out: start(T_Reception);
send(M_CloudRelease);
ExpireReception++;

in: recv(M_CompleteTask)
out: send(M_CompleteTaskACK);

send(M_TaskInfo);
CompleteTasksCounter++;

in: recv(M_IncompleteTask)
out: send(M_IncompleteTaskACK);

send(M_TaskInfo);
IncompleteTasksCounter++;

TASK
RECEPTION

in: expire (T_IntersectionReception)

Figure 8: Transition from TASK RECEPTION to INITIAL state.

respect to the intersection (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝐶𝑁𝑖

). The position is
computed resorting to a Haversine formula to compute
the distance between 𝐶𝑁

𝑖
’s geographical location (i.e., GPS

coordinates) and the reference points delimitating the next
intersection region (see Figure 2).

𝑅𝑆𝐴𝑇
𝐶𝑁𝑖
=
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝐶𝑁𝑖

𝐴𝑉𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
𝐶𝑁𝑖

(1)

Each CN periodically obtains new samples of the values
needed by (1) and sends them to the corresponding VN
through a M ResourceInfoFromCN message. According to
what we mentioned in the process resource discovery, this
information is finally included in the M ResourceDiscovery
message used for (i) gathering information about the band-
width (and the amount of chunks of popular contents)
available in the CNs that are located along the segment
road and (ii) keeping this information updated in the L1VNs
of each intersection. Starting from the 𝑅𝑆𝐴𝑇 and 𝐵𝑊

𝐶𝑁𝑖

values of each collaborator and the chunk size (defined by
the server through the compression process established), the

AppN computes via (2) the number of chunks that 𝐶𝑁
𝑖
will

download (denoted as #𝑐ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑠
𝐶𝑁𝑖

).

#𝑐ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑠
𝐶𝑁𝑖
=
𝐵𝑊
𝐶𝑁𝑖
⋅ 𝑅𝑆𝐴𝑇

𝐶𝑁𝑖

𝑐ℎ𝑢𝑛𝑘 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
(2)

As per (2), the longest download tasks are carried out
by the CNs (i) with a high bandwidth and (ii) that are
located at the beginning of a road segment, since these
collaborators (according to their direction) take longer to
reach an intersection. On the contrary, the CNs that are near
the intersections take charge of shorter downloads because
they remain for less time within the augmentation sporadic
cloud formed in that road segment (recall Figure 3).

The outputs from (1) and (2) are used only locally and not
aggregated in any way. Since the periodical samples may be
taken at any point of a road segment or intersection, with
vehicle speeds conditioned by a number of circumstances, the
aggregates would be essentially random.

4.6. How to Incentivize the Collaboration among Nodes. In
our proposal, the collaboration among the nodes involved in
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INITIAL

in: [recv(M_CompleteTaskACK)
OR
recv(M_IncompleteTaskACK)]

COLLA-
BORATION

in: FinishFlag==1
out: send(M_CompleteTask);

start(T_CompleteTaskACK);

in: expire(T_CompleteTaskACK)
out: send(M_CompleteTask);

in: expire(T_IncompleteTaskACK)
out: send(M_IncompleteTask);

out: send(M_ResourceInfoFromCN);
FinishFlag=0;

in: [(IntersectionFlag==1) 
OR recv(M_CloudRelease)
OR (AugmentationAgree==NO)]

out: send(M_IncompleteTask);
start(T_IncompleteTaskACK);

in: [recv(M_SendTaskToCN) AND 
(AugmentationAgreeFlag==1) AND 
(IntersectionFlag==0) AND 
(AvailableResourceFlag==1)]

out: send(M_AcceptedTaskFromCN);
FinishFlag=0;

Figure 9: Transition from INITIAL to COLLABORATION state.

RESOURCE
REQUEST

TASK
DISTRIBU-

TION

INITIAL

in: recv(M_CloudResourceInfo)
out: start(T_TaskDistribution);

Distribution=0;
DistributionFlag=0;
InsufficientResources=0;

in: [expire(T_TaskDistribution)
AND (Distribution==2)]

out: send(M_ResourceRequest);
start(T_ResourceRequest);
expires=0;

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

in: InsufficientResource==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

send(M_InsufficientResources);

out: start(T_Reception);
CompleteTasksCounter=0;
IncompleteTasksCounter=0;
ExpireReception=0;

in: recv(M_SendTaskFromServer)

in: DistributionFlag==1
out: send(M_SendTaskToCN);

in: {[expire(T_ResourceRequest) AND
(expires==2)] OR

recv(M_WithoutCollaborators)}
out: send(M_UnavailableAugmentationService);

in: [expire(T_ResourceRequest)
AND (expires<2)]

out: start(T_ResourceRequest);
expires++;

in: {[expire(T_Reception) AND
(CompleteTasksCounter==Ntasks)]

OR
[expire(T_Reception) AND

(CompleteTasksCounter+IncompleteTasksCounter+
NoAcceptedTasksCounter==Ntasks)]

OR
[expire(T_GuardTime) AND
(ExpireReception==2)]}

in: IntersectionFlag==1
out: send(M_CloudRelease);

start(T_GuarTime);

in: recv(M_AcceptedTaskFromCN)
out: update(TasksAck);

in: [expire(T_Reception)AND
(ExpireReception==0)]

out: start(T_Reception);
ExpireReception++;

in: [expire(T_Reception)AND
(ExpireReception==1)]

out: start(T_GuardTime);
send(M_CloudRelease);
ExpireReception++;

in: recv(M_CompleteTask)
out: send(M_CompleteTaskACK);

send(M_TaskInfo);
CompleteTasksCounter++;

in: recv(M_IncompleteTask)
out: send(M_IncompleteTaskACK);

send(M_TaskInfo);
IncompleteTasksCounter++;

TASK
RECEPTION

in: recv(M_CompleteTaskACK)
OR
recv(M_IncompleteTaskACK)

COLLA-
BORATION

in: FinishFlag==1
out: send(M_CompleteTask);

start(T_CompleteTaskACK);

in: expire(T_CompleteTaskACK)
out: send(M_CompleteTask);

in: expire(T_IncompleteTaskACK)
out: send(M_IncompleteTask);

out: send(M_ResourceInfoFromCN);
FinishFlag=0;

in: [IntersectionFlag==1
OR recv(M_CloudRelease)
OR (AugmentationAgree==NO)]

out: send(M_IncompleteTask);
start(T_IncompleteTaskACK);

in: {[recv(M_AugmentationRequest) OR
recv(M_SearchRequest)] AND

(IntersectionFlag==0)}
out: send(M_ResourceRequest);

start(T_ResourceRequest);
expires=0;

in: [expire(T_TaskDistribution)
AND (Distribution<2)]

out: start(T_TaskDistribution);
Distribution++;

in: expire (T_IntersectionReception)

in: [recv(M_SendTaskToCN) AND (AugmentationAgreeFlag==1)
AND (IntersectionFlag==0)AND (AvailableResourceFlag==1)]

out: send(M_AcceptedTaskFromCN);
FinishFlag=0;

Figure 10: State machine of our S-CMA approach that supports the proposed NaaS model.This figure is reproduced fromOrdóñez-Morales,
E. F., et al. [20] (under the Creative Commons Attribution License/public domain).
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the VANET is crucial to support the virtualization mecha-
nisms on which both the routing protocol and our S-CMA
approach work. Specifically, the nodes need to communicate
to each other, forward packets, receive messages, download
information, etc. For that reason, in this section we describe
the mechanism we have envisaged to encourage the nodes
to collaborate with each other at the different levels involved
in the proposal: virtualization, routing, and sporadic Cloud-
based Mobile Augmentation (recall Figure 1).

According to the review presented in Section 2.2, we
have discarded a credit-based solution and opted for a
reputation-based collaboration approach. The credit-based
mechanisms are hard to implement because it is not easy to
decide when the credit must be paid to the CNs for their
augmentation services. If the CN receives the credit before
the augmentation, it would be possible that this node rejects
finally to lend its resources; if the payment ismade after, some
malicious CNs could forward any number of packets, not
necessary referring to the AppN-requested content [37].

Specifically, in our collaboration mechanism all the
(physical) nodes involved in the communications have repu-
tation values, which are increased as the nodes collaborate at
the different levels of the protocol stack depicted in Figure 1.
(Note that our approach starts to work with reputation values
that are estimated by averaging historical values, because
initially the nodes still have not collaborated (or these values
have not reached the server yet).) In particular,

(i) the AppNs and CNs have a reputation value as per the
amount of data sent, which are properly received by
the destination nodes, at virtualization, routing, and
augmentation levels;

(ii) besides, the CNs have a second reputation value
as per the amount of individual/popular contents
that are downloaded from the remote server when
augmenting the AppNs; this second value depends
on the size of data downloaded from the server and
not on the data that the AppNs do receive (because it
would not be fair to limit the reputation of the CNs to
the network conditions).

Following the guidelines of the existing approaches, we
adopt as manager entity the remote server where the contents
are available. The nodes must register in this server, which
provides a security layer to ensure that (i) all the nodes
have worked properly in the forwarding and downloading
of contents and (ii) their reputation values, respectively,
have been correspondingly updated. Specifically, each node
involved in our communications maintains a table including
(i) theMAC addresses of the destination nodes to which data
has been forwarded and (ii) their respective reputation values.
This information is sent to the server when a connection to
the Internet (either via AP or via own 3G/4G connection)
is available. After receiving all the contributions, the server
proceeds as follows:

(i) First, the server verifies the forwarding and down-
loading tasks performed by each type of node (AppN
or CN), by matching both the amount of data that
have been sent by the origin nodes and received by the

destination nodes, and the amount of data that have
been downloaded (as appropriate).

(ii) Second, the server updates the corresponding reputa-
tion scores for AppNs and CNs and sends them to the
nodes via PUSH notifications.

The reputation values of theCNs andAppNs take a crucial
role. Specifically, we use them to prioritize the augmentation
requests performed by several AppNs, so that if many of
these nodes need to be augmented and there are enough
augmentation resources, the CNs’ bandwidth is lent first to
the AppNs with the highest reputation values. To this aim,
the information related to the reputation of each node is also
communicated to the L1VNs (located at the intersections)
and maintained as PSI after the resource discovery process
described in Section 4.

The reputation scores of the CNs are used for dimension-
ing rightly the augmentation (sporadic) cloud, because an
excessive ratio of CNs can affect negatively the performance
of the ad hoc network (due to overhead, collisions, and packet
losses, as we will detail in Section 5). This way, in case of a
surplus of collaborators, our S-CMA approach can select CNs
by considering not only the average time they will stay in a
road segment and their available bandwidth (as shown in (2)),
but also their respective reputation scores. Besides, each node
can work as CN or as AppN or even take both roles. For that
reason, the reputation values of a CN can be exploited when
this node needs to be augmented (turning into a AppN).
According to what commented above, in this scenario, the
higher the reputation score this node has reached asCN is, the
most preferential its augmentation request will be as AppN.

Lastly, the CNs can be also incentivized by consid-
ering our S-CMA approach as the only opportunity to
enjoy context-aware tailor-made applications that will not be
available outside of our opportunistically deployed sporadic
network (wheremembership is conditioned to the acceptance
of sharing some own resources in exchange for using other
external ones, if necessary).

5. Experimental Evaluation

In order to validate our S-CMA approach, we propose a
scenario of simulation that considers the center of the city of
Cuenca in Ecuador (previously captured in OpenStreetMap),
covering an area of 1375x1375meters with 7x7 two-way streets
of the city center. Five APs are located within the area of
simulation as depicted in Figure 11, which have a coverage
area of 50 meters that guarantees connectivity to the remote
server where the AppNs-requested contents are available.

The vehicles are equipped with on-board units including
GPS, 802.11p, Wi-Fi, and 3G/4G connections. To simulate
the communications we use: (i) ns-3 simulator with IEEE
802.11p PHY/MAC (adopting the shadowing radio propaga-
tion model [48]) and all the protocols on top, and (ii) SUMO
to get realisticmobility traces for 300 vehicles on the streets of
the simulation area. Besides, the following settings have been
considered in our experiments:
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Figure 11: Distribution of the 5 APs within our simulation scenario.

(1) The CNs can handle several augmentation requests
(by lending resources to multiple AppNs simultane-
ously), by resorting first to near APs and, in case of
unavailability of them, to their own 3G/4G connec-
tions.

(2) The AppNs can just download contents from the
Internet through either near APs or collaborator
nodes willing to lend their 3G/4G connections.

(3) The AppNs request 5 MB of individual content and 5
MB of popular contents.

(4) The servers do not use compression.
(5) 10% of total nodes are AppNs that request aug-

mentation processes to download popular/individual
contents.

(6) We consider diverse proportions of collaborator
nodes within the VANET (specifically, 25/50/75%
of CNs) with the aim of representing pessimist/
middle/optimistic collaboration environments.

(7) The timers used in our augmentation approach (see
Table 2) have been settled to 1ms.

(8) Lastly, we measure the performance of our S-CMA
approach in terms of average number of downloads,
average download time, and S-CMA overhead against
the percentage of CNs within the VANET (25%, 50%,
and 75% of CNs), comparing the two collaborative
download models described in the paper (ICD or
individual content download vs PCD or popular
content download).

We start analyzing the average amount of downloads
carried out by the CNs in the two experimented download
models.

As shown in Figure 12, the average number of contents
downloaded by the CNs is greater in PCD than in ICD.
The reason behind these figures is related to the nature of
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Figure 12: Average number of downloads performed in ICD and
PCD against different ratios of CNs within the VANET.

the AppN-requested contents: while the individual contents
handled in ICD must be always retrieved from the remote
server, in PCD some chunks of popular contents are already
stored in the CNs, and therefore these collaborators can
deliver very fast these pieces to the AppN, thus being ready
again for performing new downloads. This behavior leads to
an increase of average number of downloads as the number
of available CNs gets higher. However, this trend is reversed
for proportions greater than 50% of CNs, since having more
CNs in the road segment makes it easier to form sporadic
clouds during the augmentation process. A high number
of augmentation requests cause greater occupation of the
transmission medium, resulting in collisions and packet
losses that degrade the performance of the VANET and
reduce the average total number of downloads made by the
CNs for their respective AppNs.

The evolution of the average number of augmentation
requests and the amount of formed sporadic clouds in
both download models are depicted in Figures 13 and 14,
respectively.

As explained in Section 4, after forming the sporadic
cloud in the road segment where the AppN is located, this
node waits until the CNs deliver the requested content.
During this period of time, the AppN cannot trigger new
augmentation requests, unless its CNs deliver the requested
content before the corresponding timer expires or the AppN
enters an intersection. In this case, theCNs deliver the chunks
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Figure 13: Average number of augmentation requests performed by
AppNs in ICD and PCD against different ratios of CNs within the
VANET.

of the content available until that moment. Next, a new
process of augmentation is triggered in the road segment
followed by the AppN after leaving the intersection (in a
totally seamless handover for the applications), with the goal
of getting the missing pieces of the content.

As shown in Figure 13, the number of augmentation
requests dispatched on average is lower in ICD than in PCD.
As mentioned before, in ICD the CNs must download all
the chunks (for being content of interest just for a particular
user in the VANET) and therefore dispatching each request
takes longer. Instead, in PCD, as many popular chunks may
already be available in the CNs, the collaborators can deliver
directly their contents to the AppN, thus remaining free to
attend new augmentation requests. In addition, since there
are fewer augmentation requests, fewer sporadic clouds in
each road segment (see Figure 14) are also formed in ICD than
in PCD, where both parameters increase proportionally with
the number of CNs available. As shown in Figures 13 and 14,
both values decrease for greater ratios of CNs due to a higher
occupation of the transmission medium and the consequent
frequent collisions and packet loss aforementioned.

The explanations given above justify also the results
achieved for average download times and S-CMA overhead.

(i) As depicted in Figure 15, in bothmodels the download
time of each 5MB content gets lower as the number
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Figure 14: Average number of augmentation sporadic clouds
formed in ICD and PCD against different ratios of CNs within the
VANET.

of CNs willing to lend their bandwidths increases,
reaching the minimum value with a ratio of 50% of
CNs (when this parameters remain almost stable).
The benefits of PCD due to the availability of many
popular chunks in the CNs are noticeable in our
simulations, as well as the degradation suffered in
the download time due to a transmission medium
congested for a higher number of augmentation
requests and sporadic clouds formed.

(ii) As shown in Figure 16, the measured S-CMA over-
head is greater in PCD than in ICD due to the fact
that the amount of control information that must be
exchanged among CNs and AppNs (to orchestrate
the augmentation process) is also higher. The figures
depicted in both charts also confirm the congestion
of the VANET for a proportion of CNs greater than
about 60%. In particular, when the VANET perfor-
mance is degraded, the controlmessages coming from
the S-CMA layer are lostmore frequently andmust be
sent again, which increases the networking overhead.

To conclude our experimental design, we depict in Fig-
ure 17 the average download speeds achieved in PCD and
ICD for the AppNs involved in our simulations, whose values
have been compared considering the typical/real download
rates for 3.5G (4 Mbps), 4G (15 Mbps), and 802.11p (6 Mbps),
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Figure 15: Average download time in ICDandPCDagainst different
ratios of CNs within the VANET.

which are the connections that our CNs can use during
the collaborative download of web contents. These values
have been taken from http://kenstechtips.com/index.php/
download-speeds-2g-3g-and-4g-actual-meaning. In particu-
lar, the typical download rate for 802.11p networks is about 11
Mbps. We are considering a real value of 6 Mbps as reference
for the WiFi APs located at the intersections, assuming that
the presence of buildings degrades network performance.
As expected, PCD outperforms ICD for the reasons given
throughout this section, achieving download speeds that are
(i) much better than the rates of 3.5G and WiFi connections
via 802.11p (13.33 Mbps vs 4 Mbps and 6 Mbps, respectively)
and (ii) slightly lower than the rates of 4G connections (13.33
Mbps vs 15 Mbps). This last point is due to the fact that the
congestions, interferences, and the movement of CNs during
the augmentation process reduce the real download speed,
thus shaping a nonideal scenariowhere the rate of 15Mbps of a
4G connection is not feasible/realistic. Anyway, the achieved
results are certainly promising for a CMA approach like
ours, where, unlike existing related works, the execution of
mobile applications does not suffer disruption as AppN and
CNs move away, thus switching seamlessly between different
augmentation clouds.

6. Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we have presented an approach to CMA that
enables execution of intensive-resource applications in a
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Figure 16:Average networking overheadmeasured in ICDandPCD
against different ratios of CNs within the VANET.

vehicle (application node) within a VANET, by deploying
a NaaS model that borrows augmentation resources. The
augmentation resources gain advantages from two sources.
The first is constituted by the sporadic clouds of close
(collaborator nodes) vehicles that move along a road segment
during a period of time, while the second source is the
roadside-fixed unit. Both sources of augmentation maintain
connections to a central server that manages the content
desired by the application node. The service model enables
individualized download of web contents (ICD) and access to
popular contents that are discovered within the VANET and
delivered to the interested vehicles (PCD). Unlike existing
CMA solutions, our S-CMA approach mitigates to a large
extent the problems related to latency, excessive bandwidth
consumption, and constraints related to relative locations
between the vehicles that require augmentation and the ones
that lend resources. Asmajor novelty, our approach is the first
proposal that explores synergies between CMA solutions and
virtualization mechanisms, by handling stationary virtual
nodes instead of on-move vehicles. The notion of virtual
node has been also exploited when routing traffic by a
robust and efficient protocol working in tandem with the
virtualization layer. Our virtualization mechanisms manage
the mobility of the cluster of collaborator nodes, an issue
that has not been yet completely resolved in the literature

http://kenstechtips.com/index.php/download-speeds-2g-3g-and-4g-actual-meaning
http://kenstechtips.com/index.php/download-speeds-2g-3g-and-4g-actual-meaning
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Figure 17: Average download speeds achieved for the augmented
AppNs (in ICD and PCD) against different ratios of CNs within the
VANET.

where the most sophisticated solutions interrupt the aug-
mentation service once AppN and CNs have moved away.
Instead, our virtualization layer enables stable and reliable
communication environments even in scenarios of high
mobility where the (application and collaborator) vehicles
move freely, and where disruptions in the augmentation
service are automatically restored (from the S-CMA layer)
when AppN and/or CNs leave the current sporadic cloud as
they separate.

We have evaluated the performance of our approach,
achieving very promising results in terms of number of
downloads and average download speed (forAppNs), average
download time (of CNs), and networking overhead. These
results showed that PCD outperformed ICD, where the
AppNs have accessed a greater amount of web contents in
less time, at the cost of slightly increasing the overhead in
the VANET. This reveals the benefits of the gossip mech-
anisms adopted in our approach in order to discover the
availability of popular chunks in some CNs and deliver them
soon to the corresponding AppNs. Besides, our simulations
have also allowed us to detect that the number of CNs
within the augmentation sporadic clouds must be properly
dimensioned in order to prevent excessively occupied trans-
mission mediums, high overhead, frequent collisions, and
consequent packet losses. In this dimensioning procedure,
our approach exploits a reputation-based mechanism that
enables not only identifying the best CNs (in case of surplus of
collaborators) but also prioritizing the augmentation requests
made by theAppNs (when there are no enough augmentation
resources).

As further work, we plan to compare our approach with
existing CMA solutions in order to quantify the improve-
ments of our refinements at virtualization/routing/mobile
augmentation-level with regard to solutions that suffer
restrictions related to the mobility of the augmentation
cluster. Besides, we are working on the deployment of new
“X”aaSmodels (specifically, SEnsing and SToring as a Service

models) on the foundations of our S-CMA paradigm, with
the goal of enriching themobile users’ experience in vehicular
environments.
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